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P U R E  G R I T
Production Notes

Logline

Chronicling three years in the life of a young Native American woman, Pure Grit 
is a thrilling and intimate tale of extreme bareback horse racing, young love and 
hope when all seems lost.

Short Synopsis 

Pure Grit is both a thrilling tale of extreme bareback horse racing, and an 
intimate love story. Chronicling three years in the life of a young Native 
American bareback horse racer, her unwavering determination, and the 
relationships that sustain her.

Sharmaine is a former horse racing champion, determined to ride and win.  It’s 
been a year since she last raced. A year since her sister was paralysed in a 
catastrophic accident on the track. Sharmaine quit racing to care for her. 
 
In the stunning Wyoming wilderness of the Wind River reservation, Sharmaine 
and her new girlfriend Savannah begin to build a life for themselves. They 
hope for better. But the atmosphere at home soon deteriorates and the young 
lovers are forced to leave for the industrial Commerce City, Denver. The city 
brings freedom and opportunity, but also distractions and a strain on their 
fledgling relationship. When racing season starts up, Sharmaine and Savannah 
hit the road and put it all on the line. With a new horse from her city earnings, 
Sharmaine sees the potential for a fresh start, but life, like the race track, 
doesn’t always go according to plan.



LONG SYNOPSIS

Filmed over three years on the stunning and remote Wind River reservation in 
Northern Wyoming, Pure Grit is both a thrilling tale of extreme bareback horse 
racing, and an intimate love story. 

This candid and gut wrenching film follows the trials and tribulations of the 
indomitable Sharmaine, a talented young Native American bareback horse 
racer. It’s been a year since Sharmaine has raced. A year since her little sister 
Charity suffered catastrophic injuries on the track. A year since Charity awoke 
from an induced coma, paralyzed on one side of her body, unable to care for 
herself and her baby girl. Sharmaine quit racing to care for her. Now, a year 
later, Sharmaine is determined to ride and to become a champ again.

Two weeks prior to Charity’s life changing accident, Sharmaine began a 
relationship with Savannah, a 17 year old runaway from Denver. The pair met 
on Facebook, hit it off and decided to give it a shot. Savannah was on the run 
from the cops. She took a chance and rode the Greyhound up to the Wind River 
reservation. It was love at first sight. The young couple moved into Sharmaine’s 
cramped family home on the reservation.

Young love has ups and downs. And Sharmaine and Savannah have more to 
contend with than most; building a new relationship and life together while 
taking on the responsibilities that come with caring for Charity and her baby 
girl. There’s a lack of jobs and income, and in this wide open wilderness 
landscape, depression and addiction issues surround them. 

The atmosphere at home soon turns toxic and the young lovers are forced to 
leave for the industrial Commerce City, in Denver. The city brings freedom and 
opportunity, but also distractions and a strain on their fledgling relationship. 
Savannah is glad to be back in the world she knows best. Sharmaine misses 
home and riding but is determined to make the most of the move and save up 
for a new horse.

When racing season starts up, Sharmaine and Savannah hit the road and put 
it all on the line. With her new horse, Sharmaine sees the potential for a fresh 
start. But life, like the race track, doesn’t always go according to plan. 

The Wind River reservation is of the most remote tribal communities in the US, 
unusually, it’s home to two tribes, the Shoshone and Northern Arapahoe. For all 
its natural beauty, like so many other marginalised communities, the reservation 
also struggles with addiction and poverty. It’s a harsh environment, there is 
little to do and only a handful of places to look for a job. The setting feels like 
a microcosm of a deep injustice in America…here you have the Wind River 
reservation, one of the poorest communities in the US, and next door is Jackson 



Hole in Teton County, the richest county in America, full of billionaires.

For all its struggles, the community has a deep sense of its own past and 
culture. Sharmaine is an example of so many young Natives who today 
are reclaiming their identity, their traditions, their language and bareback 
horseracing is part of that unique culture.  

Indian Relay is an age old tradition of horsemanship competition amongst 
Native tribes: four teams race bareback on thoroughbreds around a quarter-
mile track, jump off one horse and onto another four times in a thrilling show of 
fearless athleticism. It’s an extreme sport and one the Sharmaine lives for. While 
Relay racing is traditionally a male sport, the women compete in Maiden races, 
racing bareback around the same track at speeds of up to 30 miles per hour 
without the horse exchange though Sharmaine and other all female teams have 
recently started competing in all female relay races as well.

Sharmaine is an old soul. A survivor of sexual abuse. At the age of fourteen, 
after years of molestation and rape, she found the courage to speak up. Sexual 
violence is something that one in three Native girls and women will experience 
in their lifetime. Sharmaine is determined  to make a difference, she wants to 
show other Native girls who’ve been knocked down and abused that they too 
can find the courage to stand up and follow their dreams. She also wants to 
help her sister get back up on a horse and she wants happiness.

Above and beyond all else ‘Pure Grit’ is a gripping and ultimately optimistic tale 
about overcoming adversity through sheer grit and determination. 



BIOGRAPHIES

Principal Cast  //  Sharmaine Weed  //  Biography

Sharmaine Weed was born in Wyoming on the Wind River Reservation. She is a 
Native American enrolled in the Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone tribes, 
unusually both tribes share the same reservation.

Sharmaine is a survivor.  As a young girl, sports and school were her escape 
from an ongoing situation of sexual abuse that lasted for 8 years.  When she 
was 14, she eventually pressed charges and stood on the stand for 6 hours, 
alone. Many in her family didn’t believe or support her until the perpetrator was 
later proven guilty in front of a Jury. 

Through all this Sharmaine ploughed on, she was the first in her family to get 
her High School Diploma. She excelled at basketball and above all else she 
wanted to race horses like her late grandfather, Morning Starr Moses Weed 
before her. The path wasn’t always a straight one, she had her brushes with 
alcohol, drugs and the law but deep down she knew this wasn’t the answer to 
her troubles.

Along the way Sharmaine met good adults who inspired her to keep going 
despite the trauma. This opened her eyes to the impact she could have herself 
on other survivors of abuse. She decided she wanted to one day make a 
difference to their lives. 

There are few opportunities on the reservation, very few jobs and Sharmaine 
keeps herself busy cutting hair, break dancing, rapping, singing and above all 
else…racing thoroughbred horses bareback. Sharmaine started racing horses 
when she was 12 years old and quickly becoming an 11 time undefeated lady 
horse racing champion.

A few years ago Sharmaine’s older brother Brandon, who has also been racing 
for 20 years, got into a bad race accident. A tractor was left on the track and 
Brandon’s horse collided with it. A week later Sharmaine’s  younger sister 
Charity travelled to Montana to compete in her first ever bareback horse race. 
She  fell on the first corner and the horse coming up behind her stepped on her 
head. Charity had to be revived during the emergency flight to the hospital, 
where she would be treated for a brain injury. The family was devastated and 
Sharmaine decided to take a break from racing to become her sister’s caregiver. 
Sharmaine didn’t ride again for a year. 



Quotes from Sharmaine:

“Overall the situations I encountered through life having a positive impact 
on the world is my main goal. The problems that we face daily aren’t always 
discussed or sometimes people don’t have the right people to talk to or don’t 
know how to make things right again. People aren’t always comfortable or 
open to discuss their personal issues, within time I learned things like that 
should be discussed. Many times we struggle with standing up for ourselves 
but it can be done.. I would like to one day make tours to different schools to be 
a motivational speaker. This is who I am and who I have become through the 
great thorns of the rose. Life can be as beautiful as you imagine it to be and all 
storms pass.” 

“In life, you make plans. Sometimes things come about and they change the 
direction of where you were going. On the racetrack, it’s the same way.”

“Those horses got me through life. We both have the same heart because we 
both love doing that race.”

“We have these ways that we need to hold onto. These ways and those horses
got me through life. And that’s why I’m still here today. Alive.”



Writer, Director, Cinematographer  //  Kim Bartley  //  Biography

Since her first report from Kosovo in 1998 Kim Bartley has been involved in 
making documentaries with a strong focus on human interest stories. Her early 
career was spent filming off the beaten track, on frontlines and in post conflict 
& emergency response situations from East Timor to Afghanistan, Africa and 
Latin America. Having grown up in Paris, Kim is now based in Ireland where 
she runs Frontline Films (www.frontlinefilms.ie) a small but busy documentary 
production company. 

Kim shoots and directs most of her own films and her area of focus remains 
human interest stories, social justice and current affairs. 

Over the course of her career she has won a number of international awards 
including the Grierson and IDA awards for Best Feature Documentary, Banff’s 
Global Television Grand Prize for Best Information & Current Affairs Programme, 
The Silver Hugo at the Chicago International Film Festival and the TV Iris Award 
Prix Europa for Best Documentary Series amongst many others.

In Ireland she received the award for Best Documentary at the Galway Film 
Fleadh I 2003 as well as five IFTA nominations for Best Documentary for I am 
Traveller (2016), The Scholarship, class of 2018 (2014), The New Irish (2013), 
Tinker to Traveller (2012) and The Revolution Will Not Be Televised (2003). 

Selection of Work 

The Unteachables, 2 x 46’, Frontline Films, 2019.
The Hardest Hit, 52’, Frontline Films, 2018.
My War on Drugs, 52’ Frontline Films, 2017.
Schizophrenia, The Voices In My Head, 1 x 52’, Frontline Films 2017.
Race Matters, John Connors in America, 2 x 52’, Frontline Films 2017. 
Peter McVerry, A View from the Basement, 52’ KMF 2016. 
I Am Traveller, 52’ Frontline Films 2016.
John Joe, 52’ Frontline Films 2015. 
The Girl On The Undercard, Loose Horse & Frontline Films 2015. 
The Scholarship-Class of 2018, Loose Horse 2012. 
Here Was Cuba, Associate Director, CTL Films & Irish Film Board, 2012. 
Unsettled: From Tinker to Traveller, Scratch Films, 2011.
The Trials of Phoebe Prince, Below The Radar & CBC, 2011.
White Collar Crime, Animo, 2008. 
The Revolution Will Not Be Televised, 2003, 74’ Irish Film Board, NPS, BBC 
Storyville, ZDF, Arte,YLE. Theatrical – Vitagraph Films US. 

www.kimbartleydirector.com



Producer  //  Rachel Lysaght  //  Biography

Rachel Lysaght is an award winning Film & TV Producer, and a graduate of the 
European EAVE and international TransAtlanticPartners (TAP) programmes and 
the Samuel Beckett School of Drama in Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland.  She was 
founding Chair of Women in Film & Television in Ireland 2015-2017 and served 
on the board of the Irish Film Institute 2017–2019 and Fís Éireann / Screen 
Ireland 2017-2020.
 
As Founder of, and Producer at Underground Films, Rachel has produced 
content for Channel 4, RTÉ, TG4, BBC, NRK Norway, TSR Switzerland, as well 
as UK Film Council, British Film Institute, Film Agency Wales and Fís Éireann / 
Screen Ireland.
 
Recent producing credits include PURE GRIT (Director Kim Bartley 2020), 
HERSTORY (RTÉ 2020), HANDY (RTÉ 2019), 11TH HOUR (Director Jim Sheridan 
2016), HOSTAGE TO THE DEVIL (Director Marty Stalker 2016, sold to Netflix), 
STRANGE OCCURRENCES IN A SMALL IRISH VILLAGE (Director Aoife Kelleher 
2016) and TRADERS (Directors Rachael Moriarty & Peter Murphy 2015).  Rachel 
played an integral part in the national distribution of feature documentaries 
STRANGE OCCURRENCES, ONE MILLION DUBLINERS and THE PIPE (UK/Ire). 
ONE MILLION DUBLINERS trended #1 on Twitter, before being voted Best 
Irish Film 2014 by The Irish Times readers.  Feature drama PATRICK’S DAY was 
awarded this honour in 2015.
 
Internationally, Rachel’s productions have been selected for many prestigious 
awards and festivals, including the Cinema for Peace Award, Grierson Awards, 
SXSW, Berlinale, Tribeca, IDFA and TIFF, and have cumulatively won over 50+ 
recognised industry awards across four continents.  Within Ireland her work has 
received 6 IFTA Awards (Irish Film & Television Award) and the Human Rights 
Film Award, Irish Council for Civil Liberties (ICCL).   
 
An important part of Underground Films’ focus is collaborating creatively 
with writers and directors who have a unique voice. Rachel plays an integral 
role in the creative development of feature drama and documentary projects, 
including her own writing work; HERSTORY (2020), HOSTAGE TO THE DEVIL 
(2016), and STRANGE OCCURRENCES (2016). Her reputation for spotting new 
talent has been proven by the international festival acclaim and sales success 
of multi-award-winning first-time-directorial work; ONE MILLION DUBLINERS 
(Aoife Kelleher 2014), THE PIPE (Risteard Ó Dhomhnaill 2010) and JOYRIDERS 
(Rebecca Daly 2006). 

Rachel has lectured for the University of Wolverhampton’s BA in Film & 
TV Production, Staffordshire University’s Masters in Creative Documentary 



Production (UK) and taught filmmaking programmes in FilmBase and the 
Galway Film Centre (Ireland). She has been a contributing writer to Film Ireland 
magazine as well as to the book Documentary in a Changing State: Ireland since 
the 1990s, publisher Cork University Press.
 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1985060/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1  
 

Executive Producer // Taylor Sheridan // Biography

An Academy Award®-nominated screenwriter, Taylor  Sheridan is the creator, 
writer, director, and executive producer of the record-breaking Paramount 
Network series Yellowstone. A frontier family drama set on the largest 
contiguous ranch in the U.S., the project stars Kevin Costner, Josh Lucas, Luke 
Grimes, Gil Birmingham, and Kelly Reilly. Yellowstone Season 3 just recently 
aired it’s finale as the most watched cable show of the year. He is currently 
filming Season 4 of the hit show, which will return to Paramount Network 
summer 2021. Under the ViacomCBS umbrella, Sheridan recently signed an 
overall production and development deal with the company’s Entertainment & 
Youths Brand. 

Sheridan recently wrapped his feature film, Those Who Wish Me Dead which he 
wrote and directed. The film is was produced by BRON Studios and Film Rites 
starring Angelina Jolie. Adapted from the novel of the same name by Michael 
Kortya, the rugged thriller is described as a hard-boiled chase set against a 
wildfire in the Montana wilderness. 

Sheridan is currently developing two more television shows for Paramount 
Network: Lioness and Mayor of Kingstown. Lioness has tapped Zoe Saldana to 
star as a CIA case officer who recruits a young marine to infiltrate a terrorist 
organization to bring it down from within. Kingstown will star Jeremy Renner 
(The Avengers, The Hurt Locker). Set in present day small town Michigan, 
Kingstown follows a family of power brokers between the police, criminals, 
inmates, prison guards and politicians, in a city completely dependent on 
prisons and the prisoners they contain. Both series come from creator and 
executive producer Sheridan, with Kingstown being co-created and executive 
produced by Sheridan and Hugh Dillon. Sheridan’s Bosque Rach Productions 
and 101 Studios, who co-produce Yellowstone, will also produce Lioness and 
Mayor of Kingstown.

Sheridan previously made his debut as a writer/director with his critically 
acclaimed film Wind River, the conclusion to his modern frontier trilogy, which 
was released in August 2017. Starring Jeremy Renner and Elizabeth Olsen, 
the film premiered to rave reviews at the 2017 Sundance Film Festival and 



debuted in Un Certain Regard at the 70th Cannes Film Festival, where Sheridan 
earned Best Director (Prix de la mise en scène) honors. Sheridan also received a 
nomination for Outstanding Directorial Achievement of a First-Time Feature Film 
Director at the 2018 Director’s Guild Awards.
 
He previously wrote Hell Or High Water, which was nominated for four 
Academy Awards®, including Best Picture and Best Original Screenplay. The 
film, a drama set in the struggling rural areas of West Texas, earned Sheridan 
additional nominations for Best Screenplay at the Gotham Awards, Critics’ 
Choice Awards, Golden Globe Awards, WGA Awards, and Independent Spirit 
Awards.
 
His other credits include Sicario, directed by Denis Villeneuve and starring 
Benicio Del Toro, Emily Blunt and Josh Brolin, which was released in 2015 
to critical and box office acclaim. The film was also nominated for several 
awards including Best Theatrical Motion Picture by the PGA and Best Original 
Screenplay by the WGA.  
 

Executive Producer // Daryl R. Begay // Biography

Daryl is the Native Affairs Advisor for Taylor Sheridan’s successful   series, 
“Yellowstone” on the Paramount Network, where he serves as Creative Advisor 
for tribal elements of the show across all departments, oversees tribal relations, 
handles public relations for Indian country, and oversees government affairs, 
specifically with three Indian tribal governments and communities in Montana, 
South Dakota, and Wyoming. Mr. Begay served as Production Secretary on 
location for Sheridan’s “Wind River” but also served as creative advisor for 
tribal elements and handled government affairs and tribal relations on “Wind 
River”. Mr. Begay also provides general business affairs and legal support on 
various other filmed entertainment projects. Mr. Begay also has extensive 
experience in government relations, public policy, legislative advocacy, and 
project management, specifically with respect to Indian law and policy matters, 
and non- profit fundraising. He is a citizen of Navajo Nation and holds degrees 
from Diné College, Dartmouth College, Harvard University, and University of 
Tulsa College of Law.  He is a board member of the Los Angeles non-profit 
Doggone Crazy and serves as CEO of his home community non-profit Tsaa Bito 
Foundation
 



Executive Producer // Elizabeth Bell // Biography

Liz is a Los Angeles- based entertainment attorney and producer with broad 
experience in independent film finance, production and distribution, as well as 
Indian law and policy, and general finance, corporate and business transactions.    
Ms. Bell is currently providing production legal and Indian law services for the 
Paramount Network’s television series Yellowstone, written and directed by 
Taylor Sheridan and starring Kevin Costner, Gil Birmingham and Kelsey Asbille.   

She has previously executive produced, produced and provided finance and 
production legal services for such films as Rob Reiner’s LBJ and Shock and Awe 
and Sheridan’s Wind River as well as many other independent feature films, 
television and new media programs. Ms. Bell previously served as the Senior 
Vice President and General Counsel with the Yari Film Group, which produced 
and distributed over 20 feature films during her tenure, including the Oscar- 
winning Best Picture Crash, The Maiden Heist,  Nothing But The Truth, What 
Doesn’t Kill You, Resurrecting The Champ, and Dave Chappelle’s Block Party. 
Prior to that, Ms. Bell was the Senior Advisor and Counselor to the Assistant 
Secretary of Indian Affairs at the U.S. Department of the Interior and Senior 
Tribal Advisor at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Upon retiring from 
public service, she worked at two large national law firms, where her portfolio 
included specialized legal counsel and political advice to Indian tribes. She is 
a graduate of Georgetown University Law Center and licensed to practice in 
California and Washington, DC.  
 

Sound Recordist // Colm O’Meara // Biography

Colm O’Meara has worked as a location sound recordist since 2008. 

Most of his work is in TV documentary & factual programming. He also has 
a number of feature documentary credits including Alex Gibney’s NO STONE 
UNTURNED & MEA MAXIMA CULPA, Pamela Drynan’s WHERE I AM, Gillian 
Marsh’s TOMORROW IS SATURDAY and Kim Bartley’s PURE GRIT. 

Credits include:

Tomorrow Is Saturday- Sean Hillen (Gillian Marsh TV, 2020). Directed by G. 
Ohle & G. Marsh
The Unteachables (Frontline Films, 2019). Directed by Kim Bartley.
A Wild Irish Year (Crossing The Line Films, 2018). Directed by Jamie Fitzpatrick.
The Game (Crossing The Line Films, 2018). Directed by Gerry Nelson
No Stone Unturned ( Jigsaw & Fine Point Films 2017). Directed by Alex Gibney.
Micko (Loose Horse, 2017). Dir Cormac Hargaden.



Schizophrenia, The Voices in My Head (Frontline Films, 2017). Directed by Kim 
Bartley.
Crumlin Hospital series (Independent Pictures) 2016. Directed by Anna 
Rodgers.
Wild Cities (Crossing The Line Films, 2016). Director Gerry Nelson.
Hidden Impact: Rugby & Concussion (Wildfire Films, 2015). Directed by Adrian 
McCarthy
I Am Traveller (Frontline Films, 2015) Dir Kim Bartley
John Joe Goes Pro ( Frontline Films for RTE, 2015) Documentary directed by 
Kim Bartley
Somebody to Love (Wildfire for RTE) Directed by Anna Rodgers.
Ceasefire Massacre (Jigsaw / Below The Radar for ESPN, 2014) documentary 
directed by Alex Gibney & Trevor Birney.
The Scholarship- Class of 2018 (Loose Horse for RTE, 2013) two part 
documentary directed by Kim Bartley.
Girl on The Undercard (Loose Horse, 2013) documentary directed by Kim 
Bartley.
Secrets of the Dead (PBS TV series):  Death on the Railroad (2013) 
documentary directed by Keith Farrell.
Where I Am (Subotica 2013) Feature documentary directed by Pamela Drynan.
Mea Maxima Culpa: Silence in the House of God (Jigsaw/Below the Radar 
2012) Feature doc directed by Alex Gibney.
 

Editor // Paul Mullen // Biography

Paul has been editing in Ireland for nearly 20 years. Having started his career 
in one of Dublin’s biggest post facilities, Paul has been freelance for the last 
decade. His work spans many disciplines including feature films, TV dramas 
and documentaries. Paul is a long time collaborator with the documentarian 
Kim Bartley and his previous work includes the multi award winning feature film 
‘Once’, directed by John Carney. 

Composer // Kevin Murphy // Biography

Kevin Murphy who is a cellist, multi-instrumentalist, composer and songwriter 
based in Dublin. He is also a founding member of critically acclaimed Irish 
experimental bands Slow Moving Clouds and Seti The First. He also has a solo 
project called Blind Stitch.

He has co-composed the score for Michael Keegan Dolan’s Swan Lake/Loch 
na Heala which the Guardian Newspaper described as the second best dance 
production of the 21st Century. He co-composed the score for feature film 



Tomato Red directed by Oscar long listed director Juanita Wilson and The 
Lodgers, (2018) which featured at the Toronto Film Festival. He has just finished 
co-composing the score for acclaimed Irish director Kim Bartley’s new feature 
documentary Pure Grit (2020).

He has also featured as a guest musician with many Irish artists such as 
Gavin Friday and international acts such as Rick Danko and Dave Gahan of 
Depeche Mode. His band Seti The First co-wrote two songs on The Waterboys 
2017 album Out Of All This Blue. He also participates in the People collective 
spearheaded by Justin Vernon (Bon Iver) and Bryce and Aaron Dessner (The 
National). This has resulted in collaborations with the above artists and others 
in festivals across Europe in recent years including the Funkhaus in Berlin 2018 
and Sounds from a Safe Harbour Cork in 2017 and 2019.

Composer // Stephen Shannon // Biography

Stephen Shannon is a composer and music producer who works out of his own 
studio, Experimental Audio, in Dublin, Ireland. With over 20 years experience in 
the music industry, he has produced award-winning albums, and worked with 
international record labels. He has also recorded and released original music 
as a member of Halfset and Strands and currently performs as part of the duo 
Mount Alaska, who were recently featured on the soundtrack for the BBC/Hulu 
drama Normal People.

Stephen writes and composes for film, documentaries and TV. His most recent 
film work includes an adaptation of Daniel Woodrell’s Tomato Red, directed by 
Juanita Williams, Brian O’Malley’s gothic horror, The Lodgers, and the Andrea 
Mastrovito film  I Am Not Legend.

Stephen has also co-composed and performed original live scores for the films 
Night Of The Living Dead, Der Golem, Metropolis, and The Adventures of Prince 
Achmed, in prestigious venues such as BAM in New York, Dublin’s National 
Concert Hall and the 11th-century Christchurch Cathedral in Dublin.
 

Production Company // Frontline Films // Company Profile

FRONTLINE FILMS (www.frontlinefilms.ie) is a small award winning Irish 
independent production company that specializes in thought provoking 
documentaries that aim to spark discussion and bring about change.

FRONTLINE FILMS is helmed by founder & award winning director Kim Bartley.



Production Company // Underground Films // Company Profile

Underground Films creates world-class films that emotionally engage, entertain 
and challenge the audience. Located in Dublin, Ireland, the company creates 
its own IP and produces high-end drama and documentary feature films for the 
international theatrical and television markets. Our content is recognised for 
audience engagement, superior production values and strong social impact. 
Story is our passion. We believe that great stories not only entertain, but also 
have the power to change the world, and how people look at it. 

Underground Films works closely with other Irish and international producers 
and is particularly interested in telling stories from female filmmakers and 
underrepresented perspectives. The company’s notable and recent credits 
include HERSTORY (6 part series for RTÉ), CITIZEN EUROPE (Irish/Greek/
French/Bulgarian co-pro), HOSTAGE TO THE DEVIL (Irish/UK co-pro, acquired 
by Netflix), ONE MILLION DUBLINERS (voted ‘Best Irish Film 2014’ by The 
Irish Times’ readers), THE PIPE (TIFF 2010) and PATRICK’S DAY (Shooting Star 
Berlinale). Other current projects include BLACK NORTH, a TV drama series with 
NI Screen and Kindle, TV drama series IN BLOOD with Hoodwink Entertainment, 
Canada and TV drama series DREAMHOUSE. 

Underground Films’ projects connect with audiences, and enjoy a high 
level of public engagement, from standing ovations in theatres, to trending 
#1 on Twitter, and inspiring words and action, most notably the raising of 
environmental concerns in the Irish and Norwegian parliaments in response to 
THE PIPE, the hailing of PATRICK’S DAY by critics as ‘a film that may change the 
way how we view mental illness’ by and an 87% increase in visitor numbers to 
Glasnevin Museum after the release of ONE MILLION DUBLINERS.


